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RESPONDUS 4.0
About the Respondus 4.0 Test Creation Software
FUNCTIONS OF RESPONDUS 4.0

Create Test
- Allows for the creation of quizzes and tests from scratch in the Respondus interface

Import Test
- Allows users to import tests from an approved format for easy conversion and editing of existing tests

Publish Test
- Any test created or imported can then be uploaded directly into Canvas and published
USING RESPONDUS 4.0

- Create tests or question banks and upload to Canvas
- Set most Canvas settings and publish directly from the program
- LockDown Browser and Monitor settings aren’t available
- Respondus also has access to the Test Bank Network
- Import tests using the Ordered List feature in Word
- Other options are available – See Help Feature
RESPONDUS STUDYMATE

About StudyMate Learning Object Creation Software
FUNCTIONS OF RESPONDUS STUDYMATE

Create StudyMate

  Allows for the creation of different styles of learning objects from scratch

Import from Respondus File

  Allows users to import tests from created Respondus files to easily make test reviews

Publish StudyMate Files

  Any StudyMate Project created or imported can then be uploaded StudyMate.com and a link is provided to allow your students to use the learning objects
TYPES OF LEARNING OBJECTS

• Statements
  • Fact Cards, Fact Cards PLUS
• Terms and Definitions
  • Flash Cards, Pick A Letter, Matching, Fill in the Blank, Crossword, Glossary
• Multiple Choice Questions
  • Quiz, Challenge
• Calculated Questions
  • Quiz, Challenge
DEMONSTRATION
FINAL NOTES
NOTES ON THE USE OF RESPONDUS 4.0 & STUDYMATE

- Respondus and StudyMate are Windows only programs
- They can be used on personal computers if your UNK computer is a Mac or Linux computer
- The programs must be reauthorized each year (after June) with the new password
- The password can be requested from your instructional designer
- Be sure to update each program frequently
- Check for updates can be found in the Help menu
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